
BEFORE THE MAHARASHTRA REAL ESTATE

APPELLATE TRIBUNAL, MUMBAI

APPEAL NO.AT006000000010751 0F 2018

IN

CoMPLAINT NO.CC006000000055001 0F 2018

Sanvo Resorts Pvt. Ltd

702, Marathon Max,

Mulund Goregoan Link Road,

Mulund (West), Mumbai400 080 Appellant

Versus

1. Mr. Ranveer Sharma

1 0038, Sterling Seaface

Annie Besant Road,

Near Poonam Chambers,

Worli, Mumbai400 018.

2. Mrs. Neha Dixit

Same as Respondent No.1 Respondents

Ms. Sonam Mhatre i/b Dhaval Vussonji& Assocra/es,

Advocate for Appellant
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Shri Ranveer Sharma, Respondent in person

INDIRA JAIN J., CHAIRPERSON

SUMANT KOLHE, MEMBER (J)

s.s. SANDHU (A)

19th Ju!v.2019.

JUDGMENT: (PER S.S. SANDHU, MEMBER(J))

This appeal has been preferred by the Promoter

Sanvo Resorts Pvt. Ltd. being aggrieved by the order

dated 3lstAugust 2019 passed by the Learned Member

of the MahaRERA(for short, 'the Authority') in Comptaint

No.CC006000000055001 moved by the Complainant

allottee.

2. The Appellant and the Respondents will be referred

as 'Promoter' and 'Allottees' respectively in this order for
the sake of convenience.

3. The facts on record reveal that
purchased flat in the project known

the Allottees

as 'Marathon
Nexzone Avior-1, at village Kolkhe, Taluka panvel, Dist.
Raigad. As per clause 15 of the registered agreement for
sale between the parties, the promoter was to hand over
the possession on or before 3l.tDecember 2016.
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However, when persistent enquiries by Allottees yielded

no satisfactory response from the Promoter regarding

handing over the purchased flat within stipulated period,

they demanded refund of the principal amount along with

interest. Subsequent to that Promoter had asked them to

hand over the original documents for doing needful to

cancel the flat as requested by Allottees. Thereafter

Allottees filed complaint with the Authority on 20-6-2018

seeking directions to Promoter under section 18 of the

RERA Act 2016 (hereinafter 'the Act') to refund the paid

amount of Rs.28,97,1361 with interest from the date of

payment. They also sought refund of all statutory dues

and taxes including stamp duty, service tax, VAT

payments etc.

4. After hearing the respective parties, the Authority

passed the order dated 3'l 't August, 2018 directing

thereby the Promoter to refund the amount paid by

Allottees along with interest as prescribed under the

relevant Rule 18 of the Rules, 2017 framed under the

concerned Act. lt is the said order that is impugned in

this appeal.

5. ln the hearing, while arguing the case, the Learned

Counsel for Promoter has raised the preliminary issue

that the Authority has no jurisdiction U/Sec. 1g of the Act

to adjudicate and decide the Allottees' claim for refund

with interest and therefore on this ground only the
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impugned order is not legal and sustainable.

Accordingly, it is felt that before proceeding to decide the

appeal on merits, it is imperative to decide the preliminary

issue of jurisdiction raised by the Promoter.

6. ln her submissions, Learned Counsel for Promoter

has challenged the jurisdiction of the Authority to decide

claim of allottees U/Sec. 18 of the Act on following

grounds:

(i) Sec. 18 of the Act provides for refund of amount

paid by an allottee alogwith interest including

compensation in case a promoter fails to complete

or give possession of a plot, an apartment or

building within the period prescribed in the

agreement of sale.

(ii) For the purpose of adjudging compensation under

Sections 12, 14, 18 and 19, it is mandated u/s

71(1) read with Section 2(a) that the Authority

shall appoint one or more judicial officer as

Adjudicating officer, who is or has been a District

Judge. Since this exercise for adjudicating

compensation under the aforesaid sections can

be done only by a judicially trained mind, the

Legislature envisaged a judicial officer to be

appointed as Adjudicating officer.

(iii) Plain reading of Section 18 read with Section 7'l(i)
of the Act makes it clear that an application
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(iv)

U/Sec. 18 of the Act can be adjudicated upon only

by the Adjudicating Officer and no corresponding

provisions in the Act confer jurisdiction onto the

Authority to deal with such application U/Sec. 18.

The functions and powers of the Authority and

Adjudicating Officer are disjunct and they operate

in different fields as is evidently clear from the

provisions of Section 31 of the Act which provide

opportunity to aggrieved party to approach either

of these two as case may be. lt is incorrect to say

that refund of money and interest can be

mechanically allowed and accordingly it can be

entertained by the Authority and that only an

application for compensation can be adjudicated

by the adjudicating officer. Section 71(3) clearly

provides that jurisdiction to award compensation

or interest vests with the adjudicating officer.

Therefore the Adjudicating officer has the

exclusive jurisdiction to entertain application under

Section 18 and the Authority does not have

jurisdiction to entertain such an application.

Sections 12, 14, 18 and 19 of the Act provide

payment of compensation and refund of money

with interest under various situations and

circumstances envisaged thereunder. The claim

for refund of money with interest and
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compensation under the aforementioned

provisions is adjudicated and judicially decided by

holding an inquiry U/Sec. 71(1) of the Act. During

the said inquiry, the Adjudicating Officer is

required to look into the merits of defence raised

by the developer in support of reasons for the

delay. The Adjudicating officer has to adjudicate

judicially and not mechanically the quantum of

interest including compensation on the amount to

be refunded. The Authority not being a judicial

officer is not empowered or competent to make

such an adjudication under section 18 of the Act.

(v) Payment of interest on refund of amount paid is

compensatory and not penal in nature as held by

Hon High Court in Neelkamal Realtors

Suburban Pvt.Ltd. &Anr. vs. 1. Union of lndia

&Ors. in Writ Petition No. 2737 ot 2017

decided on 6.12.2017. Therefore it requires to

be adjudged by an Adjudicating Officer only and

as such no distinction between interest and

compensation is made in Sections 18 and 71 of

the Act. lt is also held bythe Hon'ble High Court

that under Section 71 the Adjudicating officer will

balance the rights and obltgations of the

developers and allottees and will deal with all

issues of the stakeholders before adjudicating the
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claims for compensation. ln para 138 of the

judgment (supra) the Hon'ble High Court has also

held that the provisions of Section 18 must be

read with Sections 71 and 72 and that the

adjudicators would consider each case on merits.

9. With submissions as above, it was argued that the

Learned Member who passed the impugned order and

decided the claim of refund with interest had no

jurisdiction U/Sec.18 or anywhere in the Act, 2016. The

impugned order therefore suffers from lack of inherent

jurisdiction. Such issue can be raised at any stage as

held in Seth Hiralal Patnivs. Sri Kali Nath (1962)2 SCR

747: AIR 1962 SC 199.

10. The Learned Counsel for Allottees defended the

order being just, legal and proper on all counts and

sought refund of their money at the earliest as per the

impugned order considering the time already spent in

litigation.

11. As may be noted from the above account, the core

issues for our consideration and decision are as to

1. Whether the Authority lacked jurisdiction to

decide the claim of the Allottees for refund of

money with interest U/Sec. 18 of the Act,

2016 ?
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2. Whether the impugned order passed by the

Authority suffers from lack of inherent

jurisdiction and therefore unsustainable?

After examining the submissions advanced on

behalf of parties, the relevant provisions of the Act,

impugned order etc. we answer both the issues in the

negative for the reasons discussed hereinafter.

12. lt is well acknowledged by now that the Act is a

beneficial legislation which aims at regulating and

promoting the real estate sector in a transparent manner

and it provides safeguards for the respective interests of

both the Promoters as well as the Allottees. As a part of

this, the Act provides certain eventualities under Sections

12, 14, 18 and 19 subject to which the aggrieved

Allottees may seek return of their investments with

interests and/or compensation may seek reliefs by filing

complaints U/Sec.31 of the Act, 2016 before the Authority

or the Adjudicating Officer. ln the appeal under

consideration, we are concerned only with Section 18 the

Act. This Section provides for refund of invested money

with interest at a rate as may be prescribed including the

compensation in the manner as provided under the Act if

the Promoter fails to complete or give possession of the

apartment or plot or building agreed as per the

agreement for sale or on the date specified therein or

where the Promoter has discontinued his business for
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certain reasons specified in Sub Section (1)(b) of this

Section. Based on own understanding and interpretation,

it is the contention of the Promoter that any claim U/Sec.

18 of the Act, 20'16 has to be necessarily dealt with by

Adjudicating Officer appointed U/Sec. 71(1) of the Act,

2016 and not by the Authority as is the case in this

appeal.

13. Coming to the challenge raised by Promoter to the

jurisdiction of the Authority U/Sec.'18, it is quite evident

from the opening wording of Section 71 of the Act that the

very appointment of the Adjudicating Officer is for the

purpose of adjudging 'compensation' under Sections 12,

14, 18 & 19 of the Act. This signifies that Adjudicating

Officer is to adjudicate the element of compensation and

while doing so, he shall have due regard to various

factors enumerated under Sec. 72 of the Act such as

amount of disproportionate gain or unfair advantage,

amount of loss etc. However it may be seen that no such

appreciation of any such factors or reasons is required or

provided U/Sec. 18 of the Act for refund of the paid

amount with interest. For awarding such relief it would be

sufficient to have an element or ingredient of delay

satisfied in completion or handing over an apartment

within the period agreed in agreement for sale. Once the

delay is made out or found from the facts in the case,

processing the claim of refund of the paid amount with
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interest thereon involves a simple exercise of calculation

of interest at the rate prescribed under the Act on the

paid amount by an allottee as both these factors are

already known to the parties and also available on

record. ln such cases, since only refund of amount with

interest is claimed without asking for any compensation,

no adjudication of typical nature of facts is involved to

attract or mandate the jurisdiction of Adjudicating Officer.

Simplicity of these facts poses no dispute which merits

the adjudication by an Adjudicating Officer as such. ln

fact, such claims under Section 18 for refunding amount

with interest are not in the nature of compensation to

require deeper inquiry and adjudication by the

Adjudicating officer as provided under Section 72 of the

Act.

14. ln the case of Neelkamal Realtors (supra) the Hon'ble

High Court has held that payment of interest U/Sec. 18

of the Act is compensatory in nature and not penal. lt is

our humble view that the said view was expressed by

Hon'ble High Court to hold that interest on the paid

amount was only compensatory and not penal in nature

in the context of objections by the Petitioners therein to

payment of interest retrospectively and retroactively

U/Sec.18 of the Act, 20'18 for the delay occurred in
completion of those projects which had commenced

before the Act. lt is further observed that as per definition
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of interest under Section 2 (za) Explanation (ii), interest

payable by the Promoter U/Sec. 18 is also payable by an

Allottee for delay in payment. Considering this, payment

of interest on delayed possession is nothing but by way

of compensation only. Section 18 provides for interest

including compensation which separates interest from

compensation. So, in our view, seeking of refund along

with interest by an Allottee does not fall within the

nomenclature of compensation per se.

15. Considering the above, the Adjudicating Officer

U/Sec. 71 of the Act primarily has jurisdiction to decide

the case where adjudication is required for awarding

compensation and/or where interest being sought qua

compensation falls under the sway of compensation.

Where the refund of the paid amount is sought along with

interest simpliciter and not by way of compensation per

se, the Authority has necessary jurisdiction to deal with

such claims U/Sec. 18 of the Act. Therefore, such claim

for interest is not in the nature of compensation and

adjudication thereof is not precluded from the jurisdiction

of the Authority. We do not see any prohibition to the

Authority in the Act to entertain such claims as involved

under this appeal and to award the relief of refund and

interest.

16. ln view of the above discussion and observations,

we do not find any merit in the submissions of promoter
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and we hold that the Authority has necessary jurisdiction

to decide and award refund of paid amount along with

interest U/Sec. 18 of the Act Therefore, the impugned

order passed by the Authority does not suffer from any

illegality on account of alleged inherent lack of jurisdiction

to hold it unsustainable. The said order is accordingly

held to be maintainable on the ground of jurisdiction'

Accordingly the appeal to proceed for hearing to be

decided on merits.

17. Copy of this order be sent to parties U/Sec.44(4) of

the Act.

S (SU T KOLHE)

flr.rorne#r.r.rl
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